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Abstract
The affine Sobolev–Zhang inequality is extended to BV (Rn), the space of functions of bounded
variation on Rn , and the equality cases are characterized. As a consequence, the Petty projection inequality
for sets of finite perimeter, which implies the isoperimetric inequality for sets of finite perimeter, is
established.
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A sharp form of the classical Sobolev inequality on the Sobolev space W 1,1(Rn), n ≥ 2,
going back to [7,18] asserts that
nω1/nn ∥ f ∥ nn−1 ≤ ∥|∇ f |∥1
for every f ∈ W 1,1(Rn). Here ωk = πk/2/Γ (1 + k/2) is the k-dimensional Lebesgue measure
of the unit ball of Rk and |∇ f | stands for the Euclidean norm of the weak gradient of f and
∥ f ∥p = (

Rn | f |pdx)
1
p . Although, equality is never attained unless f vanishes identically,
characteristic functions of balls can be considered to be the virtual extremals. These functions
turn into actual extremals in an extended version of the Sobolev inequality on BV (Rn). The
relevant inequality (see [6]) states that
nω1/nn ∥ f ∥ nn−1 ≤ ∥D f ∥
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for every f ∈ BV (Rn), where the vector valued Radon measure D f is the weak gradient of f
and ∥D f ∥ is the total variation in Rn of D f . Actually, equality holds whenever
f = λ1B
for some λ ∈ R and some ball B ⊂ Rn . Here 1B denotes the characteristic function of B.
Moreover, these functions are the only extremals (see [6]).
In [22], Zhang established the affine Sobolev–Zhang inequality on the space of C1 functions
of compact support, C1c (Rn), which states that
1
n

Sn−1
∥u · ∇ f ∥−n1 du ≤

ωn
2ωn−1
n
∥ f ∥−nn
n−1
. (1)
While the geometric form of the Sobolev inequality is the classical isoperimetric inequality, it
is shown in [22] that the affine Sobolev–Zhang inequality is equivalent to the Petty projection
inequality, which is an affine invariant inequality and directly implies the classical isoperimetric
inequality for convex bodies. Analogously, inequality (1) is GL(n) invariant while the classical
Sobolev inequality is only SO(n) invariant. And, using the Ho¨lder inequality shows that the
affine Sobolev–Zhang inequality is stronger than the classical Sobolev inequality (see [22]; also
see [4,10,11,14,17] for related results).
In this paper it is shown that also the affine Sobolev–Zhang inequality can be extended
to BV (Rn). While the extension of the classical Sobolev inequality only uses standard
approximation arguments which make use of the standard convolution, the extension of the
affine Sobolev–Zhang inequality is not straightforward. Here, to establish the inequality, we use
the functional Minkowski problem on BV (Rn) (see Section 3) and an approach from [17] to
establish (1). Also a crucial convergence lemma which makes essential use of the Reshetnyak
continuity theorem plays a key role in the proof (see Section 4).
Characteristic functions of ellipsoids can be considered to be the virtual extremals of (1).
These functions again turn into actual extremals in the extended version of the affine
Sobolev–Zhang inequality on BV (Rn). The new extended inequality states that for f ∈
BV (Rn),
1
n

Sn−1

Rn
|u · σ f | d|D f |
−n
du ≤

ωn
2ωn−1
n
∥ f ∥−nn
n−1
where |D f | is the variation measure of D f and σ f is the Radon–Nikodym derivative of D f with
respect to |D f |. It is proved that there is equality if and only if f = λ1E for some λ ∈ R and
some ellipsoid E ⊂ Rn .
As a consequence, the Petty projection inequality for sets of finite perimeter, which is an affine
invariant inequality and directly implies the isoperimetric inequality for sets of finite perimeter
in Rn , is proved.
In [17], Lutwak et al. give a new proof of (1) in which they associate to each Sobolev function
f ∈ W 1,1(Rn) an o-symmetric convex body ⟨ f ⟩, which we call the LYZ body of f , using the
functional even Minkowski problem on W 1,1(Rn), which reads as follows: given f ∈ W 1,1(Rn),
find an o-symmetric convex body ⟨ f ⟩ such that
Sn−1
g(u)d S(⟨ f ⟩, u) =

Rn
g(∇ f (x))dx (2)
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for all continuous functions g on Rn that are positively homogeneous of degree 1. Here S(⟨ f ⟩, ·)
is the Alexandrov–Fenchel–Jessen surface area measure of ⟨ f ⟩ (see Section 1).
Ludwig has shown in [13] that the LYZ operator, which associates ⟨ f ⟩ to f , is continuous on
W 1,1(Rn) with respect to the norm topology. It is shown in this paper that the LYZ operator can
be extended to BV (Rn) using an extended version of the functional Minkowski problem: given
f ∈ BV (Rn), find an o-symmetric convex body ⟨ f ⟩ such that
Sn−1
g(u)d S(⟨ f ⟩, u) =

Rn
g(σ f )d|D f |
for all continuous functions g on Rn that are positively homogeneous of degree 1. Moreover,
the strict convergence topology on BV (Rn), which is much weaker than the norm topology on
W 1,1(Rn) when restricted to W 1,1(Rn), guarantees the continuity of the extended LYZ operator
on BV (Rn) (see Sections 3 and 4).
On W 1,1(Rn), the body ⟨ f ⟩ is also called the optimal Sobolev body of f . Lutwak et al. [17]
showed that the optimal Sobolev body corresponds also to the optimal norm in a family of sharp
Gagliardo–Nirenberg inequalities recently established by Cordero et al. [5]. On BV (Rn), it is
shown in Section 8 that the extended LYZ body also corresponds to the norm which minimizes
the general total variation.
1. Preliminaries
Throughout the paper V and Ln stand for the n-dimensional Lebesgue measure, Hn−1 stands
for the (n − 1)-dimensional Hausdorff measure, Br (x) stands for the ball with center x and
radius r .
For quick later reference we collect some notation and basic facts about convex bodies,
(see, e.g., [8,21]).
Our setting will be Euclidean n-space Rn where n ≥ 2. The standard inner product of the
vectors x, y ∈ Rn is denoted by x · y. We write Sn−1 = {x ∈ Rn : x · x = 1} for the boundary
of the Euclidean unit ball B1(0) in Rn . And B(Rn) will be the set of all Borel sets in Rn .
The set of continuous functions on the sphere Sn−1 is denoted by C(Sn−1) and is always
viewed as equipped with the max-norm metric:
∥ f − g∥∞ = max
u∈Sn−1
| f (u)− g(u)|,
for f, g ∈ C(Sn−1).
A convex body is a compact convex subset of Rn with non-empty interior. The set of convex
bodies is denoted by Kn . The set of convex bodies in Rn containing the origin in their interiors is
denoted by Kn0 . The set −K is the reflection of K in the origin o, and K is called o-symmetric if
K = −K . Let Kne denote the set of convex bodies in Rn that are o-symmetric together with the
convex set {o}.
A convex body K ⊂ Rn is uniquely determined by its support function hK : Rn → R,
hK (x) = max{x · y : y ∈ K }, x ∈ Rn .
The Minkowski sum, K + L is the convex body whose support function is given by
hK+L = hK + hL .
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We say a sequence {Ki } of convex bodies in Kn converges to a convex body K ∈ Kn in the
Hausdorff topology provided that
∥hKi − hK ∥∞ → 0.
A boundary point x ∈ ∂K is said to have u ∈ Sn−1 as an outer normal provided x · u = hK (u).
A boundary point is said to be singular if it has more than one unit normal. It is well known
(see, e.g., [21]) that the set of singular boundary points of a convex body has Hn−1-measure
equal to 0.
Let K be a convex body in Rn and ν : ∂K → Sn−1 the generalized Gauss map. For each
Borel set ω ⊂ Sn−1, the inverse spherical image ν−1(ω) of ω is the set of all boundary points of
K which have an outer unit normal belonging to the set ω and we know from [21] that ν−1(ω)
is a measurable set. Associated with each convex body K ∈ Kn is a Borel measure S(K , ·) on
Sn−1 called the surface area measure of K , defined by
S(K , ω) = Hn−1(ν−1(ω)),
for each Borel set ω ⊆ Sn−1, that is, S(K , ω) is the (n − 1)-dimensional Hausdorff measure of
the set of all points on ∂K where some outer normal unit vector lies in ω. It follows from the
homogeneity of Hausdorff measures that S(t K , ·) = tn−1S(K , ·) for any positive t and K ∈ Kn .
The solution to the Minkowski problem (see [21]) states that a non-negative Borel measure µ
on Sn−1 is the surface area measure of a convex body if and only if µ is not concentrated on a
great subsphere and has its centroid, 1
µ(Sn−1)

Sn−1 udµ(u), at the origin. If such a measure µ is
given, there is a unique convex body K ∈ Kn with surface area measure S(K , ·) = µ that has its
centroid, 1V (K )

K xdx , at the origin.Kne is given the topology induced by the weak convergence of the surface area measures. In
particular, a sequence of convex bodies Ki ∈ Kne converges to a limit K ∈ Kne if one has
Sn−1
g(u)d S(Ki , u)→

Sn−1
g(u)d S(K , u)
for all g ∈ C(Sn−1).
The mixed volume V1(K , L) of K and L is defined by
V1(K , L) = 1n limt→0+
V (K + t L)− V (K )
t
.
It is well known that
V1(K , L) = 1n

Sn−1
hL(u)d S(K , u), (3)
for each convex body L .
The Minkowski definition of the surface area S(K ) of a convex body K in Rn is
S(K ) = nV1(K , B1(0)).
Thus, it follows from (3) that
S(K ) = Hn−1(∂K )
where ∂K stands for the topological boundary of K . Note that S is continuous onKn with respect
to the Hausdorff metric.
A fundamental inequality we will need is the Minkowski inequality.
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Lemma 1.1. If K , L are convex bodies in Rn , then
V1(K , L) ≥ V (K ) n−1n V (L) 1n ,
where equality holds if and only if K is homothetic to L.
For K ∈ Kn0 , the polar body, K ∗, of K is defined by
K ∗ = {x ∈ Rn : x · y ≤ 1 for every y ∈ K }.
Projection bodies were introduced by Minkowski at the turn of the last century and have proved to
be very useful in many ways and subjects. They are defined in the following way. The projection
body of K ∈ Kn is the convex body whose support function is given by
h(Π K , v) = 1
2

Sn−1
|u · v|d S(K , u), v ∈ Rn . (4)
The projection operatorΠ has strong contravariance and invariance properties: for all φ ∈ GL(n)
and translation τ , we have
Π (φK ) = | detφ|φ−tΠ K and Π (τK ) = Π K
for all K ∈ Kn . Further, Π is continuous on Kn and injective on Kne . For convenience, we define
⟨0⟩ = Π ({o}) = Π−1{o} = {o}.
2. The space BV (Rn)
In this section, we review some basic definitions and facts about functions of bounded
variation on Rn . (See e.g., [2,6].)
Throughout the paper, C∞c (Rn) stands for the compactly supported smooth functions on
Rn,C1c (Rn) stands for the compactly supported continuously differentiable functions on Rn and
L p(Rn) contains all measurable functions f such that ∥ f ∥p <∞, where
∥ f ∥p =

Rn
| f (x)|pdx
1/p
.
L ploc(R
n) contains all measurable functions f such that ∥ f 1K ∥p <∞ for each compact K ⊂ Rn .
We say fi → f in L ploc(Rn) topology if and only if fi 1K → f 1K in the L p topology for each
compact K ⊂ Rn .
Definition 2.1. Let f ∈ L1(Rn); we say that f is a function of bounded variation on Rn if the
weak derivative of f is representable by a finite Radon measure on Rn , i.e. if
Rn
f
∂φ
∂xi
dx = −

Rn
φd Di f for all φ ∈ C1c (Rn), i = 1, . . . , n
for some Rn-valued measure D f = (D1 f, . . . , Dn f ) on Rn . The vector space of all functions
of bounded variation in Rn is denoted by BV (Rn).
As usual, two functions that are equal a.e. with respect to Ln are considered to be the same.
Since D f is an Rn-valued Radon measure on Rn , we define its Euclidean variation measure
as the non-negative Radon measure |D f | defined on the Borel set E by the formula
|D f |(E) = sup

h∈N
|D f (Eh)| : Eh ∩ Ek = Ø,

h∈N
Eh ⊆ E

.
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For any f ∈ BV (Rn), the unit vector field σ f stands for the Radon–Nikodym derivative of D f
with respect to |D f |. It follows from Definition 2.1 that
Rn
f divφ dx = −

Rn
φ · σ f d|D f | (5)
for all φ ∈ C1c (Rn;Rn), where C1c (Rn;Rn) stands for the compactly supported continuously
differentiable vector fields on Rn .
An Ln measurable set E ⊂ Rn has finite perimeter in Rn if
1E ∈ BV (Rn).
Definition 2.2. For a set E with finite perimeter, we say x ∈ ∂⋆E , the reduced boundary of E , if
• |D1E |(Br (x)) > 0for all r > 0,
• limr→0+ D1E (Br (x))|D1E |(Br (x)) = σ1E (x),• |σ1E (x)| = 1.
In this case we call the vector field νE = −σ1E the measure theoretic outer unit normal to E .
Theorem 2.3 (De Giorgi Rectifiability Theorem [2]). Let E be a set of finite perimeter and let
x ∈ ∂⋆E. Then
(E − x)
r
→ {y ∈ Rn : νE (x) · (y − x) < 0} in the L1loc topology
as r → 0+. Moreover, the following representation formulas hold true:
D1E = −νE d Hn−1⌊∂⋆E, |D1E |(Rn) = Hn−1(∂⋆E).
Definition 2.4. Let x ∈ Rn . We say x ∈ ∂⋆E , the measure theoretic boundary of E , if
lim sup
r→0
Ln(B(x, r) ∩ E)
rn
> 0
and
lim sup
r→0
Ln(B(x, r)− E)
rn
> 0.
Proposition 2.5 ([6], Lemma 1 on Page 208).
∂⋆E ⊂ ∂⋆E
and
Hn−1(∂⋆E − ∂⋆E) = 0.
Lemma 2.6. Let f ∈ BV (Rn). If B is a Borel set in Rn , then the following implication holds:
Hn−1(B) = 0 H⇒ |D f |(B) = 0.
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In this paper, we equip BV (Rn) with the strict convergence topology which is the topology
induced by the distance
d( f, g) =

Rn
| f (x)− g(x)|dx + ||D f |(Rn)− |Dg|(Rn)|,
for any f, g ∈ BV (Rn).
Compactly supported smooth functions and, therefore, piecewise linear functions and
W 1,1(Rn) are dense in BV (Rn) in this topology (see Theorem 2 on Page 172 of [6]).
3. Definition of the LYZ operator on BV (Rn)
For f ∈ BV (Rn) which is not 0 Ln a.e., the LYZ body is defined to be the o-symmetric
convex body ⟨ f ⟩, such that
Sn−1
g(u)d S(⟨ f ⟩, u) =

Rn
g(σ f )d|D f | (6)
for every g : Rn → R that is a continuous and positively 1-homogeneous.
Notice (6) is still true if f = 0 a.e. with respect to Ln .
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that f ∈ BV (Rn) is not 0 a.e. with respect to Ln , then there exists a
unique o-symmetric convex body ⟨ f ⟩ satisfying (6).
Proof. Since
Ψ −→

Rn
Ψ(σ f )d|D f |
defines a nonnegative linear functional on the space of continuous functions on Sn−1, it follows
from the Riesz representation theorem that there exists a unique Radon measure S( f, ·) on Sn−1
such that
Rn
Ψ(σ f )d|D f | =

Sn−1
Ψ(u)d S( f, u)
for each continuous and positively 1-homogeneous function Ψ : Rn → R.
Let S˜( f, ·) be the even part of S( f, ·). Then
Rn
Ψ(σ f )d|D f | =

Sn−1
Ψ(u)d S˜( f, u)
for each continuous and positively 1-homogeneous function Ψ : Rn → R.
The measure S( f, ·) is not concentrated on any great subsphere, because if S( f, ·) is
concentrated on the subspace H = {x : xn = 0}, then
Rn
|σ f n|d|D f | =

Sn−1
|xn|d S( f, x) = 0
so σ f n = 0 a.e. with respect to |D f |, where σ f n and xn stand for the n-th component of σ f and
x , respectively. Since
Rn
f divφdx = −

Rn
φ · σ f d|D f |
for all φ ∈ C1c (Rn;Rn).
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So, in particular
Rn
f divφdx = 0
for all φ = (0, 0, . . . , φn) where φn ∈ C1c (Rn;R).
So, for χ ∈ C∞c (Rn;R) we have
Rn
f ∗ χ divφdx =

Rn

Rn
f (x − y)χ(y)∂φn
∂xn
(x)dydx
=

Rn

Rn
f (x − y)χ(y)∂φn
∂xn
(x)dxdy
=

Rn

Rn
f (x)χ(y)
∂φn
∂xn
(x + y)dxdy
= 0
where f ∗ χ is the usual convolution of f and χ on Rn .
Thus
∂( f ∗ χ)
∂xn
= 0.
Since f ∈ L1(Rn), this implies that
f ∗ χ = 0.
Because χ is an arbitrary compactly supported smooth function, this implies that f = 0 a.e. with
respect to Ln .
So, any non-zero function f induces the measure S( f, ·) which is not concentrated on a great
subsphere. S( f, ·) in turn induces an even Radon measure S˜( f, ·) which is not concentrated on a
great subsphere. By the Minkowski existence theorem, there exists an o-symmetric convex body
which we denote by ⟨ f ⟩ such that S(⟨ f ⟩, ·) = S˜( f, ·).
To prove uniqueness, assume that there is another o-symmetric convex body K such that
Sn−1
g(u)d S(K , u) =

Rn
g(σ f )d|D f |
for each continuous and positively 1-homogeneous function g : Rn → R.
Then by (6),
Sn−1
g(u)d S(K , u) =

Sn−1
g(u)d S(⟨ f ⟩, u).
By taking g to be the support function of an arbitrary o-symmetric convex body L , we get
V1(K , L) = V1(⟨ f ⟩, L).
By the Minkowski inequality and the characterization of equality cases, Lemma 1.1, we get
⟨ f ⟩ = K
which completes the proof of the uniqueness part. 
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4. Continuity of the LYZ Operator
In order to study the continuity property, we include the following two well-known lemmas.
Lemma 4.1 ([21]). Let {Ki } and K be compact convex sets in Rn . If hKi → hK pointwise, then
hKi → hK uniformly on Sn−1.
Lemma 4.2 ([8]). Let {Ki } and K be o-symmetric convex bodies in Rn . If Π Ki → Π K in the
Hausdorff distance, then Ki → K in the Hausdorff distance.
The following convergence lemma is crucial in our discussion.
Lemma 4.3 ([2]). Let fk, f ∈ BV (Rn), fk → f in the strict convergence topology, and
g : Rn → R a continuous and positively 1-homogeneous function. Then
lim
k→∞

Rn
φg(σ fk )d|D fk | =

Rn
φg(σ f )d|D f |
for any bounded continuous function φ : Rn → R.
With these tools at hand, we show the continuity of the LYZ operator.
Theorem 4.4. Let fk, f ∈ BV (Rn). If fk → f in the strict convergence topology, then
⟨ fk⟩ → ⟨ f ⟩ in the topology induced by the weak convergence of the surface area measures.
Proof. First note that by (4) and (6),
hΠ ⟨ f ⟩(u) = 12

Sn−1
|u · v|d S(⟨ f ⟩, v) = 1
2

Rn
|u · σ f |d|D f |.
Case 1: If f ≠ 0 Ln a.e., then Lemma 4.3 implies that
hΠ ⟨ fk ⟩ → hΠ ⟨ f ⟩ pointwise on Rn .
And by Lemma 4.1, we actually have
hΠ ⟨ fk ⟩ → hΠ ⟨ f ⟩ uniformly on Sn−1.
Hence
Π ⟨ fk⟩ → Π ⟨ f ⟩ in the Hausdorff distance.
So it follows from Lemma 4.2 that
⟨ fk⟩ → ⟨ f ⟩ in the Hausdorff distance.
For convex bodies convergence in the Hausdorff topology implies the weak convergence of
the surface are measure, therefore, we have
Sn−1
g(u)d S(⟨ fk⟩, u)→

Sn−1
g(u)d S(⟨ f ⟩, u)
for all g ∈ C(Sn−1).
Case 2: If f = 0 Ln a.e., then ∥D fk∥(Rn)→ 0. There,
Sn−1
g(u)d S(⟨ fk⟩, u) =

Rn
g(σ fk )d∥D fk∥ → 0.
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So, we have
Sn−1
g(u)d S(⟨ fk⟩, u)→

Sn−1
g(u)d S(⟨ f ⟩, u)
for all g ∈ C(Sn−1). 
Remark. For f ≠ 0 Ln a.e., we actually have ⟨ fi ⟩ → ⟨ f ⟩ in the Hausdorff topology, if fi → f
in the strict convergence topology. For o-symmetric convex bodies, the Hausdorff distance and
the weak convergence of the surface area measures induce the same topology.
5. Properties of the LYZ Operator
Important properties of the LYZ operator on W 1,1(Rn) were established in [17]. Here, using
approximation arguments, similar properties are proved to still hold on BV (Rn).
Lemma 5.1. For t ∈ R+ and f ∈ BV (Rn), we have ⟨t f ⟩ = t 1n−1 ⟨ f ⟩.
Proof. If f = 0 Ln a.e., this is obviously true.
If f ≠ 0 Ln a.e., it follows from the definition, that S(⟨t f ⟩, ·) = t S(⟨ f ⟩, ·). Since
S(t
1
n−1 ⟨ f ⟩, ·) = t S(⟨ f ⟩, ·) and ⟨t f ⟩, t 1n−1 ⟨ f ⟩ are both o-symmetric, if follows from the solution
of the Minkowski problem that ⟨t f ⟩ = t 1n−1 ⟨ f ⟩. 
Some approximation facts are needed for further results.
Lemma 5.2 ([2], Lower Semi-Continuity of the Total Variation). Let fk and f be functions in
BV (Rn) and fk → f in the L1(Rn) topology, then
lim inf
k→∞ |D fk |(R
n) ≥ |D f |(Rn).
Definition 5.3 ([2]). We denote the family of functions (ρϵ)ϵ>0 the usual family of mollifiers.
Lemma 5.4 ([12]). If f ∈ L p(Rn), then f ∗ ρϵ → f in the L p(Rn) distance as ϵ → 0+.
Definition 5.5 ([2]). Let µ be a real-valued Radon measure on Rn . If f is a continuous function,
we call the function
µ ∗ f (x) :=

Rn
f (x − y)dµ(y)
the convolution of f and µ whenever this makes sense.
Lemma 5.6 (Proposition 3.2(c) on Page 118 of [2]). Let f ∈ BV (Rn). If ρ ∈ C∞c (Rn), then
∇( f ∗ ρ) = D f ∗ ρ.
Lemma 5.7 (Theorem 2.2(b) on Page 42 of [2]). Let D f = (D f1, . . . , D fn) be a Radon measure
in Rn and let (ρk)∞k=1 be a family of mollifiers. Then
lim sup
k→∞

Rn
|D f ∗ ρk |(x)dx ≤ |D f |(Rn).
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For f ∈ W 1,1(Rn), the following lemma is proved in [17].
Lemma 5.8. If f ∈ BV (Rn) and φ ∈ SL(n), then
⟨ f ◦ φ−1⟩ = φ⟨ f ⟩.
Proof. For f ∈ W 1,1(Rn), it is proved in [17] that
⟨ f ◦ φ−1⟩ = φ⟨ f ⟩.
If f = 0 Ln a.e., it is obviously true.
For a general f ∈ BV (Rn) which is not 0 Ln a.e., we consider the approximation sequence
given by
fk = ρ1/k ∗ f,
where (ρ1/k)∞k=1 is a family of mollifiers.
Using Lemmas 5.4, 5.2 and 5.7, it is not difficult to see that fk → f strictly.
And fk ◦ φ−1 → f ◦ φ−1 strictly as well.
To see this, notice that
∥ fk ◦ φ−1 − f ◦ φ−1∥L1 = ∥ fk − f ∥L1 → 0.
Also,
( f ∗ ρ1/k) ◦ φ−1(x) = f ∗ ρ1/k(φ−1(x))
=

Rn
f (φ−1(x)− y)ρ1/k(y)dy
=

Rn
f (φ−1(x)− φ−1(y))ρ1/k(φ−1(y))dy
= ( f ◦ φ−1) ∗ (ρ1/k ◦ φ−1).
And (ρ1/k ◦ φ−1)∞n=1 is also a family of mollifiers. Thus, similar arguments show that
fk ◦ φ−1 → f ◦ φ−1 strictly.
Since ⟨ fk ◦φ−1⟩ = φ⟨ fk⟩ and fk → f, fk ◦φ−1 → f ◦φ−1 in the strict convergence topology,
it follows from Theorem 4.4 that
⟨ f ◦ φ−1⟩ = φ⟨ f ⟩. 
For f ∈ W 1,1(Rn), the following lemma is proved in [17].
Lemma 5.9. If f ∈ BV (Rn) and τ is a translation, then
⟨ f ◦ τ−1⟩ = ⟨ f ⟩.
Proof. If f ∈ W 1,1(Rn), as is proved in [17], we have ⟨ f ◦ τ−1⟩ = ⟨ f ⟩.
If f = 0 Ln a.e., it is obviously true.
For f ∈ BV (Rn) which is not 0 Ln a.e., we find a sequence ( fk)∞k=1 in W 1,1(Rn) such that
fn → f in the strict convergence topology. fn ◦ τ−1 → f ◦ τ−1 also. So the statement follows
from Theorem 4.4. 
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Lemma 5.10. Given an o-symmetric convex body K ∈ Kne , we have
⟨1K ⟩ = K .
Proof. If K is a smooth convex body, then by the divergence theorem, |D1K |(Rn) = Hn−1(∂K )
<∞, and 1K ∈ BV (Rn).
From the definition of ⟨1K ⟩ and σ1K = νK , we have
Rn
g(νK )d|D1K | =

Sn−1
g(u)d S(⟨1K ⟩, u)
for all continuous functions g on Rn that are positively homogeneous of degree 1.
Since K is smooth, |D1K | = Hn−1⌊∂K and the measure theoretic outer normal is the outer
normal, therefore
Sn−1
g(u)d S(⟨1K ⟩, u) =

Rn
g(νK )d|D1K |
=

∂K
g(νK )d H
n−1
=

Sn−1
g(u)d S(K , u).
So ⟨1K ⟩ = K follows from the Minkowski existence theorem.
For general o-symmetric convex sets K ∈ Kne , from [21], we know that there is a sequence of
o-symmetric smooth convex bodies Ki converging to K in the Hausdorff topology.
Since V is continuous on Kn with respect to the Hausdorff topology, we have by the lower
semi-continuity of perimeter (Lemma 5.2) that
1K ∈ BV (Rn).
Since K is a set of finite perimeter and the measure theoretic boundary is exactly the
topological boundary, we know from Theorem 2.3, Proposition 2.5 and Lemma 2.6 that
|D1K |(Rn) = Hn−1(∂K ),
which coincides with the Minkowski area of K .
Since the Minkowski area is also continuous on Kn with respect to the Hausdorff topology,
we have
1Ki → 1K
in the strict convergence topology, which implies that
⟨1Ki ⟩ → ⟨1K ⟩
in the Hausdorff topology.
We know, ⟨1Ki ⟩ = Ki → K in the Hausdorff topology.
Thus we have ⟨1K ⟩ = K from the uniqueness of the limit. 
6. The affine Sobolev–Zhang inequality on BV (Rn)
The affine Sobolev type inequality was first established by Zhang in [22] (see [4,10,11,16,
14,17] for further improvements). We show that, like the Sobolev inequality (see [6]), the affine
Sobolev–Zhang inequality also has a natural extension to BV (Rn).
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It was pointed out in [22] that the geometric inequality behind the Sobolev inequality is
the isoperimetric inequality, whereas the geometric inequality behind the affine Sobolev–Zhang
inequality is the Petty projection inequality.
Theorem 6.1 ([8,15,20]). Let K be a convex body, then
V (K )n−1V (Π ∗K ) ≤ (ωn/ωn−1)n
with equality if and only if K is an ellipsoid. Here Π ∗K stands for the polar projection body
of K .
Zhang first proved the affine Sobolev–Zhang inequality by using the coarea formula and by
applying the general Petty projection inequality to the level sets of the Sobolev function. Later,
Lutwak et al. [17] found another approach to the affine Sobolev–Zhang inequality.
Definition 6.2. Let Γ be any norm on Rn , and let Γ ◦ denote its dual norm, defined by
Γ ◦(x) = sup
Γ (y)=1
(x · y), x ∈ Rn .
For a function f ∈ BV (Rn), the total variation of D f with respect to Γ is defined by
∥D f ∥Γ = sup

Rn
f divφ dx : φ ∈ C∞c (Rn,Rn),Γ ◦(φ) ≤ 1

.
As is shown in [1], we have
∥D f ∥Γ =

Rn
Γ (σ f )d|D f |. (7)
The following is the general Sobolev inequality. It is due to Gromov [19] and its stability
version is due to Cianchi [3].
Lemma 6.3 ([3,19]). Let f ∈ BV (Rn) and Γ be a norm such that the unit ball K of Γ ◦ has
volume ωn . Then
∥D f ∥Γ ≥ nω1/nn ∥ f ∥ nn−1 ,
where there is equality if and only if f = λ1t K+s for some λ, t ∈ R and s ∈ Rn .
For f ∈ W 1,1(Rn), the following inequality is due to Lutwak et al. [17].
Theorem 6.4. For f ∈ BV (Rn), set A( f ) = V (⟨ f ⟩) n−1n . Then
A( f ) ≥ ∥ f ∥ n
n−1 ,
where there is equality if and only if f is a multiple of the characteristic function of a symmetric
convex body.
Proof. By Lutwak et al. [17] and Milman and Schechtman [19], A( f ) ≥ ∥ f ∥ n−1
n
for any
f ∈ W 1,1(Rn). For f ∈ BV (Rn) which is 0 Ln a.e., this is obviously true. For a general
f ∈ BV (Rn)which is not 0 Ln a.e., choose an approximating sequence fk ∈ C∞c (Rn)∩BV (Rn)
that converges to f in the strict convergence topology.
By passing to a subsequence, which we still denote by fk , we can also assume that fk → f
pointwise.
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So
A( f ) = lim
k→∞ A( fk) ≥ lim infk→∞ ∥ fk∥ n−1n ≥ ∥ f ∥ n−1n ,
where the first equality follows from the continuity of ⟨·⟩, the second follows from [17,19] and
the third is just a consequence of Fatou’s lemma.
To get the characterization of equality cases, note that from (7) and the definition of the LYZ
operator, we have
∥D f ∥Γ =

Rn
Γ (σ f )d|D f |
=

Sn−1
Γ (u)d S(⟨ f ⟩, u)
= nV1(⟨ f ⟩, K )
≥ nω1/nn V (⟨ f ⟩)n−1/n
where the last inequality is the Minkowski inequality and K is the unit ball of Γ ◦, and
V (K ) = ωn . There is equality if and only if K is homothetic to ⟨ f ⟩. Denote by Γ1 the norm
such that there is equality.
From Lemma 6.3, we get that
V (⟨ f ⟩) n−1n = n−1ω−1/nn ∥D f ∥Γ1
≥ ∥ f ∥ n
n−1
with equality if and only if there exist t, λ ∈ R and s ∈ Rn such that f = t1λK+s .
Note that from Lemma 5.10, for general o-symmetric convex bodies L ∈ Kne ,
⟨1L⟩ = L .
Thus, A( f ) = ∥ f ∥ n
n−1 if and only if there exists t, λ ∈ R, s ∈ Rn and K ∈ Kne such that
f = t1λK+s . 
The following is known as the affine Sobolev–Zhang inequality and was proved by Zhang for
f ∈ C1c (Rn).
Theorem 6.5. If f ∈ BV (Rn), then
1
n

Sn−1

Rn
|u · σ f |d|D f |
−n
du ≤ cn∥ f ∥−nn
n−1
(8)
where du is the standard surface measure on the unit sphere and cn = ( ωn2ωn−1 )n is best possible.
Equality is attained precisely by multiples of characteristic functions of ellipsoids.
Proof. For f = 0 Ln a.e., it is obviously true. For f ∈ BV (Rn) which is not 0 Ln a.e., we have,
by Theorem 6.4, A( f ) ≥ ∥ f ∥ n−1
n
. Combined with Theorem 6.1, we get (8).
To establish the equality cases, notice that equality in Theorem 6.4 holds if and only if f is a
multiple of the characteristic function of a symmetric convex body which we denote by K .
Equality of Theorem 6.1 holds if and only if the convex body ⟨1K ⟩ is an ellipsoid.
Combining these facts with Lemma 5.10, we get that equality in the affine Sobolev–Zhang
inequality holds if and only if f is a multiple of the characteristic function of an ellipsoid. 
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7. The Petty projection inequality for sets of finite perimeter
As a consequence of Theorem 6.5, we establish an affine isoperimetric inequality, namely the
Petty projection inequality for sets of finite perimeter.
Definition 7.1. For a set E of finite perimeter, we define the projection body Π E of E to be the
convex set with support function
h(Π E, u) = 1
2

∂⋆E
|u · νE (x)|d Hn−1(x).
Remark. If E is a compact set with piecewise C1 boundary, it follows from the divergence
theorem that E is a set of finite perimeter and it is easy to see that the measure-theoretical outer
normal is just the outer normal, therefore, our definition coincides with Zhang’s definition [22]
in this case.
Theorem 7.2. For a set E of finite perimeter, then
V (E)n−1V (Π ∗E) ≤ (ωn/ωn−1)n
with equality if and only if E is an ellipsoid up to an Ln-negligible set. Here Π ∗E stands for the
polar projection body of E and 0 · ∞ = 0.
Proof. Just take f = 1E in Theorem 6.5. 
Remark. It is well known that the Petty projection inequality for convex bodies implies the
isoperimetric inequality for convex bodies. And as pointed in [9], essentially the most general
class of sets for which the isoperimetric inequality in Rn is known to hold comprises the sets of
finite perimeter. Here, using the Petty projection inequality for sets of finite perimeter and the
Minkowski inequality for integrals, one easily gets the isoperimetric inequality for sets of finite
perimeter.
8. The general total variation and the general perimeter
Let Γ denote a norm on Rn such that the unit ball of its dual norm Γ ◦ has the same volume
as the n-dimensional Euclidean unit ball. For every f ∈ W 1,1(Rn), we may ask which norm
minimizes the quantity

Rn Γ (∇ f (x))dx . This question to find the so called optimal Sobolev
norm was first asked by Lutwak et al. in [17]. They showed that the unit ball ⟨ f ⟩ corresponds to
the optimal Sobolev norm of f ∈ W 1,1(Rn).
Similarly, we consider the minimization of the general total variation.
Theorem 8.1. If f ∈ BV (Rn) and Γ is a norm on Rn with the unit ball of Γ ◦ having the same
volume as the Euclidean unit ball of Rn , then ∥D f ∥Γ is minimized when the unit ball of Γ ◦ is a
dilation of LYZ body ⟨ f ⟩ as defined by (6).
Proof. It follows from (7) that
∥D f ∥Γ =

Rn
Γ (σ f )d|D f |.
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So, according to (6), we have
∥D f ∥Γ =

Sn−1
Γ (u)d S(⟨ f ⟩, u).
If we denote the unit ball of Γ ◦ by K , then we get
∥D f ∥Γ = nV1(⟨ f ⟩, K ).
And by Lemma 1.1, ∥D f ∥Γ is minimized if and only if K is a dilation of ⟨ f ⟩. 
In particular, if f is a characteristic function, the general total variation has more geometric
meaning and it is a generalized version of the perimeter introduced by De Giorgi (see [1]). The
general perimeter plays a key role in the study of general isoperimetric problems.
Given a set E of finite perimeter and a norm Γ , the generalized definition of perimeter of E
with respect to Γ is given by
PΓ (E;Rn) = sup

Rn
1E divφ dx : Γ ◦(φ) ≤ 1

.
It is shown in [1] that
PΓ (E;Rn) =

∂⋆E
Γ (νE )d Hn−1
where ∂⋆E is the reduced boundary and νE is the measure theoretic outer unit normal to E .
So by Theorem 2.3 and (6) and (3), we have
PΓ (E;Rn) = nV1(⟨1E ⟩, K ),
where K is the unit ball of Γ ◦.
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